Melges-17’s Sail in Their First ISC Regatta
By Bryan Sarber

Having made its initial debut at ISC during club racing two weeks prior, the Melges-17’s, sailing as part of the Portsmouth fleet, sailed in their first ISC regatta during the Long John regatta on October 24-25.  They were joined by one additional boat, a Hobie Wave sailed by Bill Mullineaux, on Sunday, 

With consistent wind speeds in the twenties, gusts to nearly thirty, and temperatures hovering in the upper forty’s, Saturday brought “challenging” conditions for the skippers relatively new to the boat.  Chris won the best judgment award for the day having chosen to remain on shore.  Bryan was the first to capsize during their first tack after having rounded the leeward mark.  He’s giving serious consideration to removing the jib cleats from the boat.  His second capsize of the day came only a few minutes later during the biggest puff of the afternoon (thirtyish) and he retired to shore to hose the mud from the top of his mast.  Tim also capsized during that same puff, but quickly righted the boat and provided a show to all on shore as he came screaming into the harbor with the kite pulling at nearly 15 knots according to the Velocitek GPS.  Ben took advantage of Bob’s slow spinnaker drop at the final leeward mark to take first place in race one and Bob held on for second, which was to be his worst score of the weekend.

The fun continued into Saturday evening with the costume party, regatta dinner, and music by Rory.  A big thanks goes to the Interlake fleet for hosting a fantastic event as always. 

Sunday afternoon saw perfect conditions with bright sunshine, temperatures in the low 60’s, consistent wind around 12, but with a few puffs above 15 to keep things interesting.  With these more reasonable conditions, the skippers and their crew had a chance to become more comfortable with the boat while still able to plane much of the downwind legs.  Bob and Ben showed off their prior scow experience taking four consecutive firsts and seconds respectively.  Chris, Tim, and Bryan traded third, fourth, and fifth place finishes in the four races sailed Sunday afternoon.

Racing was followed by cheeseburgers and trophies on the deck.  The fleet provided their own pilsner glass trophies etched by Tammy Herdrich and accompanied by a bottle of Small Craft Warning beer (fitting!) for first through fifth place.

The Melges-17 is a recently designed, fast, fun boat!  To learn more about the boat or schedule a demo ride, contact one of the ISC sailors named below.  http://melges17.com/ 

Long John Regatta:  Melges-17 Final Results:
Place
Score
Sail #
Skipper / Crew
1
4
109
Bob Herdrich/Bill Pipp
2
7
191
Ben Lauer/David Remick, JB Vanmeter
3
15
195
Bryan Sarber/Paul Kirkpatrick
4
19
115
Tim Conder/Cori Conder
5
22
137
Chris Katzfey/Lori Katzfey
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